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SUMMARY

SAP EM offers the possibility to define reason codes, which can be used to identify a specific reason when
sending an event message. This document shows which customizing settings are needed to use such
reason codes in the EM web UI.
2

CUSTOMIZING

Several customizing settings have to be done to provide a drop-down list with possible reason codes, when
sending an event message from the EM web UI.
2.1

Define Event Reason Code Set

In the customizing activity Define Internal or External Reasons for Events (path: SPRO -> Event
Management -> Event Handlers and Event Handler Data -> Codes -> Event Codes) external event reason
code sets can be defined. You need to define one of these code sets for each group of external reason
codes that shall be offered together as possible reason codes for an event message.
For each external event reason code set a list of external code IDs with the corresponding mapping to an
internal code ID has to be defined. You have to scroll to the right to enter/see/check the internal code ID.

2.2

Define Configured Field for Event Messages

In the customizing activity Configure Fields for User Profiles (path: SPRO -> Event Management -> Event
Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface) a new configured field for event messages
has to be defined. It has to refer to the now available EM attribute ID “EVENT REASON
CODE:<ExternalEventReasonCodeSet>”. This EM attribute ID gets generated automatically when executing
this activity after the new code set has been defined.
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2.3

Define Event Message Profile

The new configured field has to be added to the event message profile to the event reporting details and/or
event confirmation details.
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SENDING EVENT MESSAGES

The following screenshot show how the above described customizing settings are displayed on the EM Web
UI. A drop-down list is displayed to enter one of the external event reason codes that are part of the external
event reason code set to which the configured field refers.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

The external event reason code IDs, which have been defined in the customizing, are persisted in database
table /saptrx/srcodes. When an event message with an external event reason code ID is sent from the
EM Web UI technically the following happens. The external event reason code is automatically mapped to
the internal event reason code according to the mapping defined in the customizing.
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